
Skills practised: 

• Rounding to the nearest 100
Using vocabulary and properties of numbers
Y4: Using Roman numerals
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Guess my number
Children use their knowledge of three-digit 
numbers, four-digit numbers or Roman 
numerals, rounding, and properties of 
numbers to work out mystery numbers.

Conjecture: It is possible to demonstrate that there is only one possibility in this context. 

What to do:
Children work individually or in pairs.
Year 4 need the Roman numerals conversion sheet (see child sheet for resources)  

Year 3
1. Use these clues to work out Magical Max’s mystery three-digit number.

My number is odd.
The first digit is even.
My number rounds to 500 (to the nearest 100). 
The three digits add up to 15.
The second digit is two more than the first digit. 
What‛s my number?

2. Now try and work out this mystery three-digit number.

My number is even.
The three digits are consecutive (next to each other on the number line).
My number rounds to 200 (nearest 100).
The last digit is double the first.
What‛s my number?

HINT for the first mystery number: Try putting several clues together to help, e.g. if a number 
rounds to 500 and the first digit is even, what must the first digit be? Now use that information 
together with the other clues. What must the second and third digits add up to? Now you are well 
on your way to finding the mystery number!

Now choose your own mystery three-digit number. See if you can write a set of clues which makes 
it possible for another child/pair to work out your mystery number.

Year 4
1. Use these clues to work out Magical Molly’s mystery four-digit number.

My number is odd.
Three of the digits are even.
My number rounds to 2500 (to the nearest 100).
The four digits add up to 17.
The third digit is two more than the second digit.
What‛s my number?

•
•



Aims:
 – To use systematic listing to help solve a problem

– To use logic and properties of number (including
rounding, odd/even) to find a mystery number

 

Minimum number of 
calculations expected
N/A
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2. Now try and work out this mystery Roman number.

My number has VII Roman letters in it.  
My number rounds down to CCXXX (nearest X). 
My number has IV different Roman letters in it. 
What‛s my number?

HINT: For the first mystery number: Try putting several clues together to help, e.g. if a number 
rounds to 2500 and the second digit is even, what must the first and second digits be? 
Now use that information together with the other clues. 
What must the third and fourth digits add up to? 
Now you are well on your way to finding the mystery number!

HINT: For the second mystery number: If the number rounds down to CCXXX, what is the smallest 
number possible? And the biggest? List all the possibilities, then look at the remaining clues. 

Now choose your own mystery four-digit number or Roman number. See if you can write a set of 
clues which makes it possible for another child/pair to work out your mystery number.


